
10330 Eldora Ave. Sunland CA 91040

Douglas E. Feay-Retired Engineering Geologist California 
Regional Water Quality' Control Board

PROTESTJanuary 5, 2016

Los Angeles Department of Water and Power 
111 N. Hope Street, Los Angeles, CA 90012-2607

Protest-LADWP Proposed Water Rate Restructure and Inc

In the letter date December 2015 LADWP stated that rate 
increases would provide needed funding for investing in needed 
infrastructure for providing reliable water supply and 
encouraging conservation and expanding local water supply 
projects and meeting regulatory mandates.

It is my opinion, based on my experience regulating LADWP 
operations in the Owens Valley (see Owens Valley Operations 
below) that an increase in funding from tax payers will not 
produce the desired effects LADWP is looking for if there is 
no change in the way LADWP is currently operated Below I 
have listed several recommendations that need to be 
implemented before any more tax payer money is given to LADWP

LADWP Owens Valley Operations

During the month of July of 2004 I wrote an Administrative 
Civil Liability (ACL) for a maximum liability of 1,105,330.00 
dollars. The ACL was issued to LADWP due to a sewage spill of 
843,000 gallons of sewage from the Independence Waste



Treatment Facility which LADWP owns and operates. A day of 
maintenance and adequate field supervision would have 
prevented the sewage spill. I have attached the first page of 
the ACL for your reference.

While preforming a joint inspection with California Fish and 
Game during 2006 we discovered equipment operators with LADWP 
digging up McGee creek. They had dug a hole 50 feet long and 
over 6 feet deep in the creek. Their job was to clean debris 
from the weir station. They were unsupervised and had no 
maintenance plan or training. The ACL for this violation was 
given to our Tahoe office to be filed jointly with Fish and 
Game. Maximum liability for this violation could be has high 
as 500,000.00 dollars.

While inspecting the Grant Lake Canal I observed an LADWP 
worker throw a portable generator into the canal. His 
supervisor was 4 miles to the east and this left the worker 
unsupervised. At my request the supervisor removed the 
generator from the canal and cleaned up the oil and gas slick. 
After many more incidents like this I requested LADWP e-mail 
me the weekly maintenance schedule for Owens Valley. I 
unformed LADWP I would be making unannounced inspections of 
maintenance in the Owens Valley.

Recommendations

1. LADWP needs to greatly improve maintenance procedures and 
training procedures in both Owens Valley and Los Angeles 
operations. This improvement would free up millions of 
dollars that could be used for infrastructure 
improvements.
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2 There is a practice within the LADWP of paying 15 to 17 
percent higher pay rates to employees than Los Angeles 
city employees get for the same job. For example, a 
locksir’.th for the City of Los Angeles gets a maximum pay 
rate of 62,974 dollars per year. The same locksmith at 
LADWP would get a maximum pay rate of 79,176 dollars per 
year A civil engineer with Los Angeles City gets a 
maximum pay rate of 103,376 dollars per year. The same 
civil engineer with LADWP would get a maximum pay rate of 
122,000 dollars per year. The practice of paying higher 
wages to LADWP employees for similar jobs performed by LA 
City employee's needs to stop. Millions of dollars can 
be saved and put towards infrastructure.

3 LADWP Board of Commissioners needs to be disbanded and 
the responsibility of LADWP given back to the City 
Counsel. This would allow several million dollars to be 
used for infrastructure improvements.

4 . Billions of gallons of ram water are lost to the sea via
the LA River. LADWP needs to build infiltration 
galleries which would capture 15 to 20 percent of the 
lost rain water and put into the groundwater basin of Los 
Angeles Making more groundwater available for use could 
reduce the need of water from the Owen Valley reducing 
the costs of the Owens Valley operations.

5. LADWP needs to make better use of recycled water. When 
replacing infrastructure recycled water pipes should be 
installed. Golf courses and most businesses in Los 
Angeles are currently not using recycled water and they 
should be.
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6. In reviewing the proposed rate changes I found no 
provision for people on fixed retirement incomes. Social 
Security has not given a COLA in five years while food, 
medicine, and now water are going up 5 to 10 percent. 
People on fixed retirement incomes should not be subject 
to the same rate increases as people who get annual pay 
increases.

7. An the end of every fiscal LADWP transfers about lb to 20 
million dollars back to the city of IA. The reasons for 
this transfer of funds is so LADWP does not show a 
profit. This money is also used to garner favors from LA 
City for LADWP projects. This practice must stop and the 
money used for infrastructure improvements.

Thank You for your considerations on this matter.

Douglas E Feay-Retired Engineering Geologist California 
Regional Water Quality Control Board
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CALIFORNIA REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD
LAHONTAN REGION

ADMINISTRATIVE CIVIL LIABILITY ORDER NO. R6V-2004-0030
WDII) NO. 6B140103001

ADMINISTRATIVE CIVIL LIABILITY 
LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF WATER AND POWER 

INDEPENDENCE WASTE WATER TREATMENT FACILITY

VIOLATION OF WASTE DISCHARGE REQUIREMENTS CONTAINED IN BO ARD 
ORDER NO. 6-95-64 FOR THE FEBRUARY 10,2003 DISCHARGE OF SEWAGE TO

THE LOS ANGELES AQUEDUCT

__________________________________Inyo County_______________ _______________

The California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Lahontan Region (Regional Board), finds: 

1. Discharger

The Los Angeles Depariment of Water and Power (LADWP) discharges treated domestic 
wastewater from the Independence Waste Treatment Facility (WTF). For the purposes of this 
Administrative Civil Liability Order (Order), the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power 
is considered the “Discharger”.

2. Facility

Discharge tfom the Independence WTF is subject to Waste Discharge Requirements (WDRs) 
specified in Board Order No. 6-95-64, adopted June 8, 1995. Domestic wastewater is treated in 
lined oxidation ponds and then discharged to unlined percolation ponds. Discharge to the 
percolation ponds consists of undisinfected secondary treated sewage. The ponds are connected 
by a concrete pipe. The oxidation and percolation ponds are located less than 0.5 mile from the 
Los Angeles Aqueduct (LAA).

3. Facts

On or about February 10, 2003, the LADWP violated prohibitions and provisions contained in 
WDRs prescribed for the Independence WTF and caused a condition of pollution as defined 
by California Water Code (CWfC) Section 13050. LADWP discharged undisinfected 
secondary-treated effluent to an unauthorized area, in violation of the WDRs for the 
Independence WTF as described further below and in Administrative Civil Inability 
Complaint No. R6V-20Q4-OO11 ;ssued May 5, 2004.

a. On February 7, 2003, at approximately 5:00 PM, the operator for the Independence WTF 
opened the gate to begin discharge of undisinfected secondary-treated sewage effluent to



PROTEST THE LADWP WATER RATE INCREASE!
Why we oppose the five-year rate increase:

• According to the LADWP's own benchmarking study and a review by the ratepayer advocate and an 
independent study, LADWP salaries and benefits are higher than comparable utilities, higher than comparable 
jobs for L.A. City, and higher than comparable jobs across the nation, yet nothing is being done about it except 
calls for more studies—while LADWP plans a "cost-of-living" raise in 2016.

• The new water rate ordinance lifts the cap that limits the extra charges for "adjustment factors," which raise 
your rates in-between the other rate increases. These extra charges will now be unlimited, and they can be 
increased over and over, without City Council approval.

To protest the new water rate ordinance, just write on a piece of paper (you can use the lower portion of this one):

Your name (or the name of the DWP customer)
Your address (the property address, not a P.O. Box or billing address)

The words, "LADWP Water Rate Ordinance"
The words, "I protest" or "We protest"

Mail or hand-deliver it to:
City Clerk

200 N. Spring Street, Room 395 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

It must arrive by the morning of February 17 to be counted. One protest per address will count. If half of all DWP 
customers file a valid protest, the rate hike will not be imposed. It must be on paper to be valid, no e-mail or calls will 

count, although you can certainly call your City Council representative and express your views. It might help.

Rachel Frogel
5919 Willoughby Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90038 
LADWP Water Rate Ordinance
I PROTEST

PROTEST
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PROTEST THE LADWP WATER RATE INCREASE!
Why we oppose the five-year rate increase:

• According to the LADWP's own benchmarking study and a review by the ratepayer advocate and an 
independent study, LADWP sa'aries and benefits are higner than comparable utilities, higher than comparable 
jobs for L.A. City, and higher than comparable jobs across the nation, yet nothing is being done about it except 
calls for more studies—while LADWP plans a "cost-of-living" raise in 2016.

• The new water rate ordinance lifts the cap that limits the extra changes for "adjustment factors," whicn raise 
your rates in-between the other rate increases. These extra charges will now be unlimited, and they can be 
increased over ana over, without City Council approval.

To protest the new water rate ordinance, just write on a piece of paper (you can use the lower portion of this one):

Your name (or the name of the DWP customer)
Your address (the property address, not a P.O. Box or billing address)

The words, "LADWP Water Rate Ordinance"
The words, "I protest" or "We protest"

Mail or hand-deliver it to:
City Clerk

200 N. Spring Street, Room 395 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

It must arrive by the morning of February 17 to be counted. One protest per address will count. If half of all DWP 
customers file a valid protest, the rate hike will not be imposed. It must be on paper to be valid, no e-mail or calls will 

count, althougn you can certainly call your City Council representative and express your views. It might help.

Rachel Frogel-Lukens 
1108 N. Commonwealth Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90029
LADWP Water Rate Ordinance PROTECT 
I PROTEST
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PROTEST THE LADWP WATER RATE INCREASE!
Why we oppose the five-year rate increase:

• According to the LADWP's own benchmarking study and a review by the ratepayer advocate and an 
independent study, LADWP salaries and benefits are higher than comparable utilities, higher than comparable 
jobs for L.A- City, and higher than comparable jobs across the nation, yet nothing is being done about it except 
calls for more studies—while LADWP plans a "cost-of-living" raise in 2016.

• The new water rate ordinance lifts the cap that limits the extra charges for "adjustment factors," which raise 
your rates in-between the other rate increases These extra charges will now be unlimited, and they can be 
increased over and over, without City Council approval.

To protest the new water rate ordinance, just write on a piece of paper (you can use the lower portion of this one):

It must arrive by the morning of February 17 to be counted. One protest per address will count. If half of all DWP 
customers file a valid protest, the rate hike will not be imposed. It must be on paper to be valid, no e-mail or calls will 

count, although you can certainly call your City Council representative and express your views. It might help.

Your name (or the name of the DWP customer)
Your address (the property address, not a P 0. Box or billing address) 

The words, "LADWP Water Rate Ordinance"
The v.'ords, "I protest" or "We protest"

Mail or hand-deliver it to 
City Clerk

200 N. Spring Street, Room 395 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Clinton Lukens 
614 1/2 N Hoover St 
Los Angeles, CA 90004 
LADWP Water Rate Ordinance 
I PROTEST
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PROTEST THE LADWP WATER RATE INCREASE!
Why we oppose the five-year rate increase:

• According to the LADWP's own benchmarking study and a review by the ratepayer advocate and an 
independent study, LADWP salaries and benefits are higher than comparable utilities, higher than comparable 
jobs for L.A. City, and higher than comparable jobs across the nation, yet nothing is beirg done about it except 
calls for more studies—while LADWP plans a "cost-of-living" raise in 2016,

• The new water rate ordinance lifts the cap that limits the extra charges for "adjustment factors," which raise 
your rates in between the other rate increases. These extra charges wiil now be unlimited, and they can be 
increased over and over, without City Council approval.

To protest the new water rate ordinance, just write on a piece of paper (you can use the lower portion of this one):

It must arrive by the morning of February 17 to be counted. One protest per address will count. If half of all DWP 
customers file a valid protest, the rate hike will not be imposed. It must be on paper to be valid, no e-mail or calls will 

count, although you can certainly call your City Council representative and express your views. It might he!p.

Your name (or the name of the DWP customer)
Your address (the property address, not a P O. Box or billing address) 

The words, "LADWP Water Rate Ordinance"
The words, "I protest" or "We protest"

Mail or hand-deliver it to: 
City Clerk

200 N. Spring Street, Room 395 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Rachel Frogel 
627 Maltman Ave 
Los Angeles, CA 90026 
LADWP Water Rate Ordinance 
I PROTEST

PROTEST
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PROTEST THE LADWP WATER RATE INCREASE!
Why we oppose the five year rate increase:

• According to the LADWP's own benchmarking study and a review by the ratepayer advocate and an 
independent study, LADWP salaries and benefits are higher than comparable utilities, higher than comparable 
jobs for l.A. City, and higher than comparable jobs across the nation, yet nothing is being done about it except 
calls for more studies—while LADWP plans a "cost-of-living" raise in 2016

• The new water rate ordinance lifts the cap that limits the extra charges for "adjustment factors," which raise 
ycur rates in-between the other rate increases. These extra charges will now be unlimited, and they can be 
increased over and over, without City Council approval.

To protest the new water rate ordinance, just write on a piece of paper (you can use the lower portion of this one).

It must arrive by the morning of February 17 to be counted. One protest per address will count. If half of all DWP 
customers file a valid protest, the rate hike will not be imposed. It must be on paper to be valid, no e-mail or calls will 

count, although you can certainly call your City Council representative ard express your views. It might help

Your name (or the name of the DWP customer)
Your address (the property address, not a P.O. Box or billing address) 

The words, "LADWP Water Rate Ordinance"
The words, "I protest" or "We protest"

Mail or hand-deliver it to: 
City Clerk

200 N. Spring Street, Room 395 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Rachel Frogel 
736 Bernard St 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
LADWP Water Rate Ordinance 
I PROTEST

protest



PROTEST THE LADWP WATER RATE INCREASE!
Why we oppose the five-year rate increase.

• According to the LADWP's own benchmarking study and a review by the ratepayer advocate and an 
independent study, lADWP salaries and benefits are higher than comparable utilities, higher than comparaDle 
jobs for L.A. City, and higher than comparable jobs across the nation, yet nothing is being done about it except 
calls for more studies—while LADWP pians a "cost-of-living'' raise in 2016.

• The new water rate ordinance lifts the cap that limits the extra charges for "adjustment factors," which raise 
your rates in between the other rate increases. These extra charges will now be unlimited, and tney can be 
increased over and over, without City Council approval,

To protest the new water rate ordinance, just write cn a piece of paper (you can use the 'ower portion of this one):

It must arrive by the morning of February 17 to be counted One protest per address will count. If half of all DWP 
customers file a valid protest, the rate hike will not be imposed. It must be on paper to be valid, no e-mail or calls will 

count, although you can certainly call your City Council representative and express your views. It might help.

Your name (or the name of the DWP customer)
Your address (the property address, not a P.O. Box or billing address) 

The words, "LADWP Water Rate Ordinance"
The words, "I protest" or "We protest"

Mail or hand-deliver it to: 
City Clerk

200 N. Spring Street, Room 395 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Rachel Frogel
1141 Echo Park
Los Angeles, CA 90026
LADWP Water Rate Ordinance 
I PROTEST
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PROTEST THE LADWP WATER RATE INCREASE!
Why we oppose the five-year rate increase:

• According to the LADWP's own benchmarKing study and a review by the ratepayer advocate and an 
independent study, LADWP salaries and benefits are higher than comparable utilities, higher than comparable 
jobs for L A. City, and higher than comparable jobs across the nation, yet nothing is being done about it except 
calls for more studies—while LADWP plans a "cost-of-living" raise in 2016.

• The new water rate ordinance lifts the cap that limits the extra charges for "adjustment factors," which raise 
your rates in-between the other rate increases. These extra charges will now be unlimited, and they can be 
increased over and over, without City Council approval.

To protest the new water rate ordinance, just write on a piece of paper (you can use the lower portion of this one):

It must arrive by the morning of February 17 to be counted. One protest per address will count. If half of all DWP 
customers file a valid protest, the rate hike wiil not be imposed. It must be on paper to be valid, no e-mail or calls will 

count, altnough you can certainly call your City Council representative and express your views. It might help

Your name (orthe name of the DWP customer)
Your address (the property address, not a P.O. 3ox or billing address) 

The words, "LADWP Water Rate Ordinance"
The words, "I protest" or "We protest"

Mail cr hand-deliver it to: 
City Clerk

200 N. Spring Street, Room 395 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Rachel Frogel 
2652-2658 Pasadena Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90031 
LADWP Water Rate Ordinance 
I PROTEST
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PROTEST THE LADWP WATER RATE INCREASE!
Why we oppose the five-year rate increase:

• According to the LADWP's own benchmarking study and a review by the ratepayer advocate and an 
independent study, LADWP salaries and benefits are higher than compa-able utilities, higher than comparable 
jobs for L.A. City, and higher than comparable jobs across the nation, yet nothing is being done about it except 
calls for more studies—while LADWP plans a "cost-of-living" raise in 2016.

• The new water rate ordinance lifts the cap that limits the extra charges for "adjustment factors," which raise 
your rates in-between the other rate increases. These extra charges will now be unlimited, and they can be 
increased over and over, without City Council approval.

To protest the new water rate ordinance, just write on a piece of paper (you can use the lower portion of this one).

It must arrive by the morning of February 17 to be counted. One protest per address will count. If half of all DWP 
customers file a valid protest, the rate hike will not be imposed, it must be on paper to oe valid, no e-mail or calls will 

count, although you can certainly call your City Council representative and express your views. It might help.

Your name (or the name of the DWP customer)
Your address (the property address, not a °.0. Box or billing address) 

The words, "LADWP Water Rate Ordinance"
The words, "I protest" or "We protest"

Mail or hand-deliver it to: 
City Clerk

200 N. Spring Street, Room 395 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Rachel Frogel 
100 S. Benton Way 
Los Angeles, CA 90057 
LADWP Water Rate Ordinance 
I PROTEST

protest



PROTEST THE LADWP WATER RATE INCREASE!
Why we oppose the five-year rate increase:

• According to the LADWP's own benchmarking study and a review by the ratepayer advocate and an 
independent study, LADWP salaries and benefits are higher than comparable utilities, higher than comparable 
jobs for LA City, and higher than comparable jobs across the nation, yet nothing is being done about it except 
calls for more studies—while LADWP plans a "cost-of-living" raise in 2016.

• The new water rate ordinance lifts the cap that limits the extra cnarges for "adjustment factors," which raise 
your rates in-between the other rate increases. These extra charges will now be unlimited, and they can be 
increased over and over, without City Council approval.

To protest the new water rate ordinance, just write on a piece of paper (you can use the lower portion of this one):

Your name (or the name of the DWP customer)
Your address (the property address, not a P.0 Box or billing address)

The words, "LADWP Water Rate Ordinance"
The words, "I protest" or "We protest"

Mail or hand-deliver it to:
City Clerk

2G0 N. Spring Street, Room 395 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

It must arrive by the morning of February 17 to be counted. One protest per address will count. If half of all DWP 
customers file a valid protest, the rate hike will not be imposed. It must be on paper to be valid, no e-mail or calls will 

count, although you can certainly call your City Council representative and express your views. It might help

Rachel Frogel-Lukens 
3301 Griffin Ave.
Los Angeles. CA 90031 
LADWP Water Rate Ordinance 
I PROTEST
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PROTEST THE LADWP WATER RATE INCREASE!
Why we oppose the five-year rate increase:

• According to the LADWP's own benchmarking study and a review by the ratepayer advocate and an 
independent study, LADWP salaries and benefits are higher than comparable utilities, higher than comparable 
jobs for L.A. City, and higher than comparable jobs across the nation, yet nothing is being done about it except 
calls for more studies—while LADWP plans a "cost-cf-living" raise in 2016.

• The new water rate ordinance lifts the cap that limits the extra charges for "adjustment factors," which raise 
your rates in-between the other rate increases. These extra charges will now be unlimited, and they can be 
increased over and over, without City Council approval.

To protest the new water rate ordinance, just write on a piece of paper (you can use the lower portion of this one):

It must arrive by the morning of February 17 to be counted. One protest per address will count. If half of all DWP 
customers file a valid protest, the rate hike will not be imoosed It must be on paper to be valid, no e-mail or calls will 

count, although you can certainly call your City Council representative and express your views. It might help.

Ycur name (or the name of the DWP customer)
Your address (the property address, not a P.O. Box or billing address) 

The words, "LADWP Water Rate Ordinance"
The words, "I protest" or "We protest"

Mail or hand-deliver it to: 
City Clerk

200 N. Spring Street, Room 395 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Rachel Frogel-Lukens 
3501 Ellsworth St.
Los Angeles, CA 90026 
LADWP Water Rate Ordinance 
I PROTEST

PROTEST



PROTEST THE LADWP WATER RATE INCREASE!
Why we oppose the five-year rate increase:

• According to the LADWP's own bencnmarking study and a review by the ratepayer advocate and an 
independent study, LADWP salaries and benefits are higher than comparable utilities, higher than comparable 
jobs for L.A. City, and higher than comparable jobs across the nation, yet nothing is oeing dene about it except 
calls for more studies—while LADWP plans a "cost-of-living" raise in 2016

• The new water rate ordinance lifts the cap that limits the extra charges for "adjustment factors," which raise 
your rates in-between the other rate increases. These extra charges will now be unlimited, and they can be 
increased over and over, without City Council approval.

To protest the new water rate ordinance, just write on a piece of paper (you can use the lower portion of this one):

It must arrive by the morning of February 17 to be counted One protest per address will count, if half of all DWP 
customers file a valid protest, the rate hike will not be imposed. It must be on paper to be valid, no e-mail or ca'ls will 

count, although you can certainly call ycur City Council representative and express your views. It rmght help.

Your name (or the name of the DWP customer)
Your address (the property address, not a P.O. Box or billing address) 

The words, "LADWP Water Rate Ordinance"
The words, "I protest" o’" "We protest"

Mail or hand-deliver it to 
City Clerk

200 N. Spring Street, Room 395 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Rachel Frogel 
1824 Apex Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90026 
LADWP Water Rate Ordinance 
I PROTEST
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PROTEST THE LADWP WATER RATE INCREASE!
Why we oppose the five-year rate increase:

• According to the LADWP's own Benchmarking study and a review by the ratepayer advocate and an 
independent study, LADWP salaries and benefits are higher than comparable utilities, higher than comparable 
jobs for L A. City, and higher than comparable jobs across the nation, yet nothing is being done about it except 
calls for more studies—while LADWP plans a "cost-of-living" raise in 2016.

• The new water rate ordinance lifts the cap that limits the extra charges for "adjustment factors," which raise 
your rates in-between the other rate increases. These extra charges will now be unlimited, and they can be 
increased over and over, without City Council approval.

To protest the new water rate ordinance, just write on a piece of paper (you can use the lower portion of this one):

Your name (or the name of the DWP customer)
Your address (the property address, not a P.O. Box or billing address)

The words, 'LADWP Water Rate Ordinance"
The words, "I protest" or "We protest"

Mail or hand-deliver it to:
City Clerk

200 N. Spring Street, Room 395 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

It must arrive by the morning of February 17 to be counted. One protest per address will count. If half of all DWP 
customers file a valid protest, the rate hike will not be imposed. It must be on paper to be valid, no e-mail or calls will 

count, although you can certainly call your City Council representative and express your views. It might help.

Rachel Frogel 
2616 Beverly Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90057 PROTEST
LADWP Water Rate Ordinance 
I PROTEST
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LADWP Water Rate Ordinance

I Protest

Name: f)z U (?o?. tbj _

Address: ^3 to Uc£J±tj££±jPjU
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Send to:
Los Angeles City Clerk
200 N. Spring Street - Room 395
Los Angeles, CA 90012

PROTEST

Must be received by February 17, 2016
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PROTEST THE LADWP WATER RATE INCREASE!
Why we oppose the five-year rate increase:

• According to the LADWP's own benchmarking study and a review by the ratepayer advocate and an 
independent study, LADWP salaries and benefits are higher than comparable utilities, higher than comparable 
jobs for L.A. City, and higher than comparable jobs across the nation, yet nothing is being done about it except 
calls for more studies—while LADWP plans a "cost of-iiving" raise in 2016.

• The new water rate ordinance lifts the cap that limits the extra charges for "adjustment factors," which raise 
your rates in-between the other rate increases. These extra charges will now be unlimited, and they can be 
increased over and over, without City Council approval.

To protest the new water rate ordinance, just write on a piece of paper (you can use the lower port'on of this one):

Your name (or the name of the DWP customer)
Your address (the property address, not a P.O. Box or billing address)

The words, "LADWP Water Rate Ordinance"
The words, "I protest" or "We protest"

Mail or hand-deiiver it to:
City Clerk

200 N. Spring Street, Room 395 
Los Ange'es, CA 90012

It must arrive by the morning of February 17 to be counted. One protest per address will count. If half of all DWP 
customers file a valid protest, the rate hike will not be imposed. It must be on paper to be valid, no e-mail or calls will 

count, although you can certainly call your City Council representative and express your views. It might help.

Rachel Frogel 
12.8 Lake Shore Ter.
Los Angeles, CA 90026 
LADWP Water Rate Ordinance 
I PROTEST



PROTEST THE LADWP WATER RATE INCREASE!
Why we oppose the five-year rate increase.

• According to the LADWP's own benchmarking study and a review by the ratepayer advocate and an 
independent study, LADWP salaries and benefits are higher than comparable utilities, higher than comparable 
jobs for L.A. City, and higher than comparable jobs across the nation, yet nothing is being done about it except 
calls for more studies—while LADWP plans a "cost-of-living" raise in 2016.

• The new water rate ordinance lifts the cap that limits the extra charges for "adjustment factors," which raise 
your rates in between the other rate increases These extra charges will now be unlimited, and they can be 
increased over and over, without City Council approval.

To protest the new water rate ordinance, just write on a piece of paper (you can use the lower portion of this one):

Your name (or the name of the DWP customer)
Your address (the property address, not a P.O. Box or billing address)

The words, "LADWP Water Rate Ordinance"
The words, "I protest" or "We protest"

Mail or hand-deliver it to:
City Clerk

200 N. Spring Street, Room 395 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

It must arrive by the morning of February 17 to be counted. One protest per address will count. If half of all DWP 
customers file a valid protest, the rate hike will not be imposed. It must be on paper to be valid, no e-mail or calls will 

count, although you can certainly call your City Council representative and express your views. It might help.

Rachei Frogel 
357 S. Hoover St 
Los Angeles, CA 9002C 
LADWP Water Rate Ordinance 
I PROTEST



From: }V\A£a£ _________

To: Los Angeles City Council

Re: LADWP Water Rate Ordinance
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I Protest Any Water Rate Increase. PROTEST

Signature:_
Date: j

Signature:. 
Date:____
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PROTEST THE LADWP WATER RATE INCREASE!
Why we oppose the five year rate increase:

• According to the LADWP's own bencnmarking study and a review by the ratepayer advocate and an 
independent study, LADWP salaries and benefits are higher than comparable utilities, higher than comparable 
jobs for L.A. City, and higher than comparable jobs across the nation, yet nothing is being done about it except 
calls for more studies—while LADWP plans a "cost-of-living" raise in 2016

• The new water rate ordinance lifts the cap that limits the extra charges for "adjustment factors," which raise 
your rates in-between the other rate increases. These extra charges will now be unlimited, ana they can be 
increased over and over, without City Council aoproval.

To protest the new water rate ordinance, just write on a piece of paper (you can use the lower portion of this one):

Vour name (or the name of the DWP customer)
Your address (the property address, not a P.O. Box or billing address)

The words, "LADWP Water Rate Ordinance"
The words, "I protest" or "We protest"

Mail or hand-deliver it to:
City Clerk

200 N. Spring Street, Room 395 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

It must arrive by the morning of February 17 to be counted. One protest per address will count, if half of all DWP 
customers file a valid protest, the rate hike will not be imposed. It must be on paper to be valid, no e-mail or calls will 

count, although you can certainly call your City Council representative and express your views. It might help

Rachel Frogel 
127 Hosemont Ave 
Los Angeles, CA 90026 
LADWP Water Rate Ordinance 
I PROTEST



LADWP Water Rate Ordinance

I Protest
PF

Name: ;\■A'l'A- 7 /'C
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Address: £3j_0 iOc&l\m£T Hh> 
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Send to:
Los Angeles City Clerk
200 N. Spring Street - Room 395
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Must be received by February 17, 2016
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LADWP Water Rate Ordinance

<23^/3 t?nHK ST
Address: lis/csi.j^kid w//f? ^1

Send to:
Los Angeles City Clerk
200 N. Spring Street - Room 395
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Must be received by February 17, 2016
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Dorothy Jahns 

Property Address

6320 FranklinAve

Los Angeles C a 9002$ FlOTTEO* '

Account:

419 142 000

LADWP Water Rate Ordinance 
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protest

To: Los Angeles City Council

Re: LADWP Water Rate Ordinance

From: £iLAir{<^ C-. Cr iL-Ccxa
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Service Address: ^IL> K -^or< AA
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I Protest Any Water Rate Increase.

Signature: 
Date: o

c.

Signature: 
Date:____
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To: Los Angeles City Council 

Re: LADWP Water Rate Ordinance

From: j\ LVtc/J /j'jujCQ^Lf-C C

Service Address: "V 0 0 OaLOLi'Ws} ,8«

Los its

I Protest Any Water Rate Increase.

I also protest any changes to the rate structure that
/

will increase my amount owed.

Signature:__
Date: ~Z-

Signature:. 
Date:____
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Napoleon Ortega 
15345 Larkspur St 
Sylmar, CA 91342 
818-665-5957

Re: 15345 Larkspur Street, Los Angeles, CA FROTEST
Attention. Clerk of Council 

Case: 429643
V'olation: Storage of Commercial Vehicles in the RA zone 
Date September 30, 2011

I am writing this letter to protest the proposed lien of $1,288.56 for the above mention 
violation. I did comply with removing commercial vehicle from my propeity on the requested 
Gate I never received a bill with the amount requestea to pay for parking the commercial vehicle 
in the property. I just had the car parked there one night. I never stored the vehicle for more than 
one night. I was unaware that I couldn’t bring this type of vehicle in the property. I would like if 
it’s at all possible to pay the code violation Inspection fee of 356.16.1 am truly sorry for not 
reading the lette- with care. I do see that it states the amount required to pay and the time 
allowed to complete tne payment. I just thought if I removed the car it will take care of 
everything and there will be no monetary consequence. Please call me if you have any 
questions or if you need to contact me to explain further. My phone number is 818-665-5957

C'2|oR I [(a

Sincerely, 

Napoleon Ortega
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GHCWSV3
PROTEST THE LADWP WATER RATE INCREASE!

Why we oppose the five-year rate increase.

ccording to the LADWP's own Denchmarking study and a review by the ratepayer advocate and an 
dependent study, LADWP salaries and benefits are higher than comparable utilities, higher than comparable 

jobs for L.A. City, and higher than comparable jobs across the nation, yet nothing is being done about it except 
calls for more studies—while LADWP plans a "cost-of-living" raise in 2016

• The new water rate ordinance lifts the cap that limits the extra charges for "adjustment factors," which raise 
your rates in-between the otner rate increases. These extra charges will now be unlimited, and they can be 
increased over and over, without City Council approval.

To protest the new water rate ordinance, just write on a piece of paper (you can use the lower portion of this one):

Your name (or the name of the DWP customer)
Your address (the property address, not a P 0. Box or billing addreSJ 

The words, "LADWP Water Rate Ordinance"
The words, "I protest" or "We protest"
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Mail or hand-deliver it to 
City Clerk

200 N. Spring Street, Room 395 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

It must arrive by the morning of February 17 to be countea. One protest per address will count. If hatf of afi DWP 
customers file a valid protest, the rate hike will not be imposed It must be on paper to be valid, no e-mail or calls will 

count, although you can certainly call your City Council representative and express your views It might help
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PROTEST THE LADWP WATER RATE INCREASE!
Why we oppose the five-year rate increase:

• According to the LADWP's own benchmarking study and a review by the ratepayer advocate and an 
independent study, LADWP salaries and benefits are higher than comparable utilities, higher than comparable 
jobs for L.A. City, ana higher than comparable jobs across the nation, yet nothing is being done about it except 
calls for more studies—while LADWP plans a "cost-of-living" raise in 2016.

• The new water rate ordinance lifts the cap that limits the extra charges for "adjustment factors," which raise 
your rates in-between the other rate increases. These extra charges will now be unlimited, and they can be 
increased over and over, without City Council approval.

To protest the new water rate ordinance, just write on a piece of paper (you can use the lower portion of this one):

It must arrive by the morning of February 17 to be counted. One protest per address will count. If half of all DWP 
customers file a valid protest, the rate hike will not be imposed. It must be on paper to be valid, no e-mail or calls will 

count, although you can certainly call your City Council representative and express your views It might help.

Your name (or the name of the DWP customer)
Your address (the property address, not a P.O. Box or billing address) 

The words, "LADWP Water Rate Ordinance"
The words, "I protest" or "We protest"

Mail or hand-deliver it to: 
City Clerk

200 N. Spring Street, Room 395 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Rachel Frogel 
1621 Silver Lake Blvd 
Los Angeles, CA 90026 
LADWP Water Rate Ordinance 
I PROTEST



PROTEST THE LADWP WATER RATE INCREASE!
Why we oppose the five-year rate increase:

• According to the LADWP's own benchmarking study and a review by the ratepayer advocate and an 
independent study, LADWP salaries and benefits are higher than comparable utilities, higher than comparable 
jobs for L,A. City, and higher than comparable jobs across the nation, yet nothing is being done about it except 
calls for more studies—while LADWP plans a "cost-of-living" raise in 2016.

• The new water rate ordinance lifts the cap that limits the extra charges for "adjustment factors," which raise 
your rates in-between the other rate increases. These extra charges will now be unlimited, and they can be 
increased over and over, without City Council approval.

To protest the new water rate ordinance, just write on a piece of paper (you can use the lower portion of this one):

Your name (or the name of the DWP customer)
Your address (the property address, not a P.O. Box cr billing address)

The words, "LADWP Water Rate Ordinance"
The words, "I protest" or "We protest"

Mail or hand deliver it to:
City Clerk

200 N Spring Street, Room 395 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

it must arrive by the morning of February 17 to be counted One protest per address will count. If half of all DWP 
customers file a valid protest, the rate hike will not be imposed It must be on paper to be valid, no e-mail or calls will 

count, although you can certainly call your City Council representative and express your views. It might help.

Rachel Frogel 
1940 Preston Ave 
Los Angeles, CA 90026 
LADWP Water Rate Ordinance 
I PROTEST
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February 8 2016

LADWP Water 

Rate Ordinance

City Clerk
200 North Spring Street 
Room 395
Los Angeles CA 90012

To whom it may concern,
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I protest the proposed water rate increase 
My name is Sandra Browne.
I live at 6424 Penfield Ave, Woodlana Hills CA, 91367
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Sincerely,

Sandra Browne 
6424 Penfield Ave 
Woodland Hills, CA 
91367
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WHY WE OPPOSE THE F8YE-YEAR RATE (INCREASE FOR DWP

-According to the LADWP’s own benchmarking study and a review by the ratepayer advocate and an independent 

study, lADWP salaries ano benefits are higher tnan comparable utiiit.es, higher than comparable jobs for L.A. City, 

and higher than comparable jobs across the nation, yei nothing is being done about it except calls for more 

studies—while LADWP oians a “cost-of-living” raise in 2016.

-The new water rate ordinance lifts the cao that limits the extra charges for “adjustment factors”, which raise your 

rates in-between the other rate increases These extra charges will now be unlimited, and they can be inceased 

ever and ever, without City Ccuncil approval.

To protest the new water rate ordinance, just write ©bb a piece of paper (you can use the tower portion of this 
one):

Your name (or the name of the DvV'P customer)
Your address (the property address, not a P.O. Box or billing address)

The words, “LAWPD Water Rate Ordinance”

The words, “I protest” or “We Protest”
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Mail or hand-deliver it to:

City Cierk

200 N. Spring Street, Room 395 

los Angeles, CA 90012
Mail by February 10 to arrive by a.m. Feoruary 17, 2016 to be counted. One protest per address will count 
If half of all DWP customers file a valid protest, the rate hike will not be imposed. It must be on paper to oe 

va id, no e-mail or calls will count, although you can certainiy call your City Council representative and 

express your views. It might help.



CP ir-irv*,
Came and Jeff McMahon 
15713 Tuba Street 
North Hills, CA 91343

Account Number: 3497111000 
Parcel Number: 266101601115000

LADWP WATER RATE ORDINANCE
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To: Los Angeles City Council

From:_William Hasley.
•3

5

Service Address:___ 1711 N. Curson Ave.

Los Angeles, CA 90046________________
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Re: LADWP Water Kate Ordinance

To: Los Angeles City Council PROTEST
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I Protest Any Water Rate Increase.

Signature: A
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Re: LADWP Water Rate Ordinance

To: Los Angeles City Council

From: CLfvv^f ft *J0*o
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I Protest Any Water Rate Increase.

Signature:,
Date:
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To: Los Angeles City Council
Re: LADWP Water Rate Ordinan PROTEST

I Protest Any Water Rate Increase.

Signature; _ _ _
Date:______ / 2-6 2tOi£

Signature
Date: Z -66
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2256 Apollo Drive • Los Angeles, CA 90046 
3 23.874.1335 graymorell@hotmail.com

February 6, 2016

To: Los Angeles City Council 
c/o City Clerk 
200 North Spring ST 
Room 395
Los Angeles, CA 90012
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RE: LADWP Water Rate Ordinance
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I protest any water rate increase.

Service Location: 2256 Apollo Dr, Los Angeles, CA 90046

Gray K. Morel 
323-874-1335

" / L

Date

graymorell@holmail.com
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From: _l//t / /(/<?? M*' , /
______  yc/S/iy ----------------

Service Address: */2.QP TufUfM'A
_______ JW/T? a-ty pC/i- 4 (60 Y

To: Los Angeles City Council
Re: LADWP Water Rate Ordinance
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I Protest Any Water Rate Increase.

Signature;
Date:

Signature'
Date:
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To: Los Angeles City Council

Re: LADWP Water Rate Ordinance PROTEST

From:

ft ^^5 -b/l GOOD
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Service Address: **0 10^ (TfXc^i/VA CO(J P~f~

_______________i-vos Wades. CA jC&t&

I Protest Any Water Rate Increase.

I also protest any changes to the rate structure that 
will increase my amount owed.

Signature:
Date: fa — gM (A

Signature:. 
Date:____



To: Los Angeles City Council

Re: LADWP Water Rate Ordinanc

From:
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Service Address: \ G ~~2L-g^-4 S "W -
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I Protest Any Water Rate Increase.

I also protest any changes to the rate structure that 
will increase my amount owed.

Signature: 
Date:____



WHY WE OPPOSE THE FIVE-YEAR RATE IMCREASE FOR DWP

-According to the LADWP’s own benchmarking study and a review by the ratepayer advocate and an independent 

study, LADWP salaries and benefits are higher than comparable utilities, higher than corr.paratle jobs for L.A. City, 

and higher than comparable jobs across the nation, yet nothing is being done about it except calls for more 

studies—while LADWP plans a “ccst-of-'iving” raise in 2016.

-The new water rate ordinance .ifts the cap that limits the extra charges for “adjustment factors’’, which raise your 

rates in-between the ether rate increases These extra charges will now be unlimited, and the\ can oe increased 

over c.nd over, without City Council approval.

To protest the new water rate ordinance, Just write on a piece of paper (you can use the lower portion of this 
one):

Your name tor the name of the DWP customer)
Your address (the property address, not a P.O. Box or billing address) 

The words, “LAWPD Water Rate Ordinance’'
2?

The words, “I protest” or “We Pretest”
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Mail or hand-deliver it to:

City Clerk

200 N. Spring Street, Room 395 

Los Angeles, CA 90012
Mail by February 10 to arrive by a.m. February 17, 2016 to be counted. One protest per address will count. 
If half of all DWP customers file a valid pretest, the rate hike will not be imposc-o. It must be on paper to oe 

valid, no e-mail or calls will count, although you can certainly call your City Council representative and 

express your views. It might help.
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CP
Steve Kozman 
4259 Clarinda Dr 
Tarzana, CA 91356

RE: LADWP Water Rate Ordinance

I am the owner of the parcel address listed above. I protest.

Sincerely,
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To: Los Angst C$t Counid

Re: LADWP Wair Rate Ordinnce

From: 5q oT)5Q^

Service Address: 2. f 5 6 Mouof Olyrnpus Or.
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I Protest My Water Rate Increase.

Signature: 
Date: 2-(%

Signature:. 
Date:____



To: Los Angeles City Council

Re: LADWP Water Rate Ordinance

From
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Service Address: rJd

I Protest Any Water Rate Increase.

Signature:, 
Date: <£ -

Signature: 
Date:____
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“ARGARITA WEISS
101 South Vista Street
Los Angeles, CA 90036

" LADWP Water-Rate Ordinance" 
I PROTEST
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